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A. CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTION:  15x1=15 
 

1. Choose the appropriate word for the given meaning-‘’a person have friendly manners’’. 

a) ambitiousb)amiablec)attractive 

 

2. Meaning of a word-‘’mischievously’’ 

a)in playful manner b)rudec)funny way 

 

3. Only an __________ man would leave behind his stick instead of his visiting-card after waiting in 

a room for an hour. 

a) abiding  b)amiable  c)absent-minded 

       4.  Our visitor was a very tall man, with a long-beak-like nose, a pair of keen, grey eyes, set closely  

             together and sparkling brightly behind _______glasses. 

a) gold-framed  b)  gold-rimmed                 c) gold-printed 

 5. Choose the appropriate word for the given meaning-‘person with no desire for success, fame  

             or wealth’. 

              a) abandonb)admirablec)  unambitious 

6.  Choose the appropriate word for the given meaning-‘conclusions got by giving correct  

reasons’. 

 a)differences  b)inferences  c)afferences 

       7.   Though young, Dr. Mortimer’s back was already _______ and he walked with a forward thrust of  
 
              his head.   

              a) strongb)stiff c)bowed 

 



8.  Meaning of the word ‘incredulously’- 

              a) unbelievinglyb)unfair  c)unwanted 

9.  Dr. Mortimer saw the stick in Holmes hand, and he ______________ in joy. 

                a) acclaimedb)exclaimedc)disclaimed 

10. Choose the appropriate word for the given meaning- “a person with whom one works in  

               the same profession’’. 

               a)colleague b) friend c)enemy 

11. Dr. Mortimer said that he would not lose his stick for the _________.  

a)boldb) worldc)sold 

         12. Choose the appropriate word for the given meaning-’ to be sure of some belief or opinion’. 

a)convention b)conviction c)conclusion 

         13. Meaning of a word-‘astonishment’. 

           a) with surpriseb) with shock c)with fear 

14. Dr. Mortimer __________ through his glasses in mild astonishment. 

                 a)clinked b)blinked             c)clicked 

15. Meaning of a word-‘occasion’. 

                 a) at the factory b) at the time of some eventc)in the air 
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